1 I have dealt with this document from a textual viewpoint in two separate papers. In the former I dealt with the first two fragments of the document: "Studies in 4Q424, Fragments 1-2," Hommage à Jósef Z. Milik, part 2, RevQ (to appear in 1997); in the second paper, "Studies in 4Q424, Fragment 3," VT 46 (1996) 271-95, I present and interpret in detail the third fragment.
2 The text has been examined on the basis of the edition of B.Z. Wacholder � M.G. Examination of the style, contents and idea of the document suggests a definite wisdom platform upon whose basis the author builds his words. One must remember that an examination of the lexicon used in the document indicates a clear relation to those subjects treated in wisdom literature. Compare, for example, the terms used in the document:
(avaricious man), 1ii1 (wealth), (hypocrite), Q''BH -11 in (impatient person), (prudent man), bvi (master of the lawsuit),
(those who shift boundaries), i1j':J (prudence), U71 (knowledge), i10?n (wisdom), (upright), nV7 (those who pursue knowledge), no?n (wise of heart), and others, which are widely used in wisdom literature. During the course of the textual discussion in my two previous papers, I pointed out sources for these phrases.3
By means of these figures, the author, a devotee of wisdom literature, focuses upon various social phenomena, most of which, as mentioned, are negative. In this connection, he offers various pieces of negatively phrased advice-that is, not to rely upon figures of this type, not to associate with people who do certain things, etc. These pieces of advice and instruction are accompanied by various phrases that provide a rationale.' On the other hand, there are also found there wisdom texts without sectarian signs, which he thinks were brought in from outside. There are also wisdom materials found in non-wisdom texts. T. Elqvin recently published an article on this subject: "Wisdom in the Yahad: 4Q Ways of Righteousness," RevQ 65-68 (1996) 205-36 . In this article, the author analyzes a document from Qumran Cave 4 and points out wisdom elements in it. One should note that, among the texts adduced for comparison, the author also mentions our present document.
4 The relation of the document in question to wisdom literature, and particularly its suprising relation to Ben Sira, will be discussed in a separate study (see n. 10 below).
